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Warps and Wefts

Many apparently simple silk textiles have 

patterns created during weaving, not only 

by blocks of colour but also by contrasting 

structures. An enormous variety and 

combination of structures can be exploited fully with silk 

because the extreme fineness of threads makes a close 

juxtaposition of various textures possible.1 Take the likely 

composition of the silk worn by the modish young man in 

the late eighteenth-century fashion plate (104) which is 

comparable to a surviving striped coat (105). Yellow and 

blue threads alternate in satin and plain weave structures to 

create not only a visual but also a textural effect, disrupting 

and enhancing the light-reflective surface. 

104 (left)
Fashion plate, probably Paris, 
France, 1780–90. Hand-coloured 
engraving on paper 

Given by James Laver CBE.  
V&A E.979-1959  

106 (abOve left)
Portrait of an Unknown Lady  
by Gilbert Jackson, England,  
late 1620s. Oil on canvas 

Bequeathed by John Jones.  
V&A 565-1882  

relies solely on how two different textures respond to light 

(107). In contrast, small-scale patterns of a more detailed 

design might suit two-colour damasks, as the upholstery  

of the chair in a Gilbert Jackson portrait reveals (106). Its  

warp is blue, its weft white, and the result is a two-tone 

stylized floral pattern in which the ground is glossy and  

the motif matte.

These examples demonstrate different means of 

achieving pattern in silks woven with only one warp and one 

weft. They are simple weave silks. In contrast, compound 

weaves use additional threads, either in the warp or weft, 

to achieve more elaborate effects and patterns. Treadle 

looms are adequate for basic weaves and textiles with small 

geometrical patterns, but a complex pattern with a repeat 

This is also the principle behind damasks, ubiquitous 

as dress and furnishing fabrics for many centuries. Damask 

is a self-patterned textile with only one warp and one weft 

and the design is formed by contrasting two different 

weave structures. In its classic form damask is produced by 

reversing the two faces of a satin weave. A brief eighteenth-

century essay on designing for silks instructs the reader 

that ‘damask patterns require the boldest stroke of any; 

the flowers and leaves should always be large, and the small 

work omitted as much as possible, except it be in the middle 

of a leaf or a flower’.2 This description is an admirable fit for 

a damask woven after a drawing by English designer Anna 

Maria Garthwaite in which a classic, monochrome example 

105 (abOve)
Detail of coat pocket flap, plain 
weave ground with satin stripes, 
Britain, 1785–90 

Given by Mrs N.J. Batten.  
V&A T.92-1962 

107 (abOve)
Panel of a damask after a design by 
Anna Maria Garthwaite, London, 
England, 1752

V&A T.346A-1975 
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of over about 2 cm requires a loom on which the weaver can 

lift individual warp threads or small groups of them. The 

drawloom resolved that technicality, initially in China in the 

second century CE.3 Introduced to Europe by the ninth or 

tenth century CE, it had two sets of harnesses through which 

the warp threads were passed to allow the creation of two 

sheds – that is the space between the warp threads that have 

been raised and those that have not. One set – operated by 

the weaver via foot treadles – provided the shed formation 

necessary for the weaver to pass the ground wefts through 

and so create the ground weave. The other set of harnesses 

programmed the lifting of warps for the pattern and was 

attached to the cords fastened above the loom. 

The weaver controlled the treadles, inserted the 

weft threads and beat them in, while an assistant sat on 

a platform with the cords hanging in front (108). One or 

108 (abOve)
Drawloom weaving, from a series 
of drawings ‘Silk Culture and 
Manufacture’, China, 1662–1722, no. 
23. Ink and colour on silk

V&A D.1656-1904 

109 (OppOsite)
Drawloom, published in Diderot  
and d’Alembert, vol. 27 (Paris 1772),  
pl. LXII. Engraving

National Art Library, V&A 38041800774804

sometimes more drawboys or drawgirls – as the assistants 

were called – worked in tandem with the weaver to make 

sure that the correct warp threads were lifted at the 

right moment. This version of the loom was used up to 

the seventeenth century, when the invention of a lever 

permitted the assistant to work the cords from the side of 

the loom instead of the top (109). This improved drawloom 

continued in use until the early nineteenth century. 

Regardless of the modification, weaving remained a slow 

process making patterned woven silk fabrics costly. 

Before the pattern was programmed on the loom, a 

preparatory freehand sketch was made. Once approved, 

the pattern was squared up and transferred to rule or point 

paper to create the draft on which each little square painted 

indicated the movement of certain warp threads (109). 

‘Translating’ the sketch might take as long as a fortnight, 
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but it was indispensable since it informed the weaver 

how to thread up the loom.4 This process was expensive 

and lengthy – and it grew longer and slower the more 

complex the pattern was. It could take three to six weeks.5 

Consequently, weaving silks with the same pattern was the 

most economical way of using a loom. The technical drawing 

remained essential even after the Jacquard mechanism 

revolutionized the drawloom, as a Bianchini-Férier design 

from the 1920s reveals (110 and 111). 

The Jacquard mechanism was the result of 

incremental adjustments to the drawloom in France during 

the eighteenth century. It was brought to fruition by Joseph-

Marie Jacquard at the Conservatoire des Arts et Métiers 

in Paris from 1801 and was in operation beyond France by 

the 1820s. It was an automatic shedding system that could 

be mounted on top of any hand- or power-operated loom 

with the frame to support it. A series of punched cards, 

perforated according to the desired pattern, was connected 

in the form of an endless chain, each card representing one 

throw of the shuttle (112). These cards were fed one at a time 

into the selection mechanism that ‘read’ them. Depending 

on the position of the perforations in each card, a selection 

of warp threads was raised to form the corresponding 

shed. Essentially, this mechanism was the predecessor of 

nineteenth- and twentieth-century punch card computers. 

It was groundbreaking because it enabled the mounting of 

a loom to be done within hours, and it allowed the weaver 

to operate all the functions of the loom unassisted. It 

also permitted the lifting of individual warp threads, so 

that patterns with fully rounded motifs could be created, 

whereas drawloom motifs have obvious stepped outlines, 

because the threads were lifted in groups.

Although the Jacquard mechanism significantly  

eased the programming of the loom, certain weaving 

techniques remained demanding and time-consuming,  

in particular brocading, a weave-patterning technique in 

which a supplementary or additional weft travels through 

the ground weave only in the area required for the motif.6 

Each brocading weft is wound on a small shuttle and 

110 (OppOsite)
Draft for Cortège d’Orphée to 
design by Raoul Dufy for Bianchini-
Férier, Lyon, France, about 1920. 
Pencil and body colour on  
point paper

V&A E.1401-2001  

112 (tOp)
Loom mounted with the Jacquard 
mechanism, probably Connecticut, 
USA, 1880s. Engraving  
 

111 (abOve)
Textile sample of Cortège d’Orphée, 
satin weave with two continuous 
pattern wefts by Bianchini-Férier, 
Lyon, France, about 1920

V&A T.219-1992
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each shuttle is inserted manually, one at a time, once the 

appropriate ground warp threads are lifted – the greater 

the number of brocading wefts, the slower and more 

intricate the weaving. The technique is so laborious that 

even an expert weaver progresses only about 3 to 5 cm per 

working day.7 Nonetheless, the brocading technique has 

two crucial advantages. The first one is economic: the use 

of small quantities of valuable threads significantly reduces 

the amount of precious material unseen on the reverse of 

the fabric. The other advantage is qualitative: no matter 

how many supplementary wefts there are, they do not 

significantly increase the weight of the textile as they would 

if carried through the fabric’s full width. In the sari opposite, 

the elephants at the end (114), and the clover-like motifs are 

made with brocading wefts. As a result, the sari remains airy 

and semi-transparent. 

Creating patterns by inserting many different 

discontinuous wefts is a characteristic shared by brocaded 

textiles (woven on drawlooms) and tapestries produced on 

kesi looms, or the local equivalents in Japan and India.8 Kesi 

is a Chinese pictorial silk tapestry with roots in the seventh 

century. It is woven with undyed silk warp and multicoloured 

silk wefts that create both the ground weave and the pattern 

(116 and 117).9 The weft does not pass from selvedge to 

selvedge but is instead carried back and forth, interwoven 

only in the part of the warp required for the pattern. Unlike 

treadle looms or drawlooms, kesi looms do not have a 

shed opening system or a frame to beat in the weft. Each 

coloured weft is wound on a separate bobbin and the weaver 

handpicks the desired number of warp threads, raises them 

and passes the shuttle or bobbin underneath, thus inserting 

the weft so that it follows the shape of a particular motif 

naturally. The cartoon or finished design sits under the warp 

threads to guide the weaver. Today many weavers also draw 

the design’s outline on the warp with ink or black markers. 

In some textiles, where the designs are too detailed or 

minute to be brocaded, the weaver will introduce continuous 

supplementary threads either as warps or wefts. For 

example, the elephants on the border decoration of the sari 

(113 and 115) are achieved by an additional metal wrapped 

warp, stretching continuously along its length. It emerges 

on the surface only when required for the design (115). When 

not producing the pattern on the front, the threads lie along 

the back. This technique is more frequently applied with 

wefts than warps and is especially advantageous for weaving 

motifs over larger surfaces. 

Early eighteenth-century lampas (118) is an example 

of a particularly complex textile woven with an abundance 

of supplementary wefts, predominantly brocading ones. 

However, the silk thread densely wrapped with a fine silver-

gilt strip extends through the entire width of the fabric, 

appearing on the right side only when needed to create the 

gleaming ground. In this case, the substantial number of 

patterning wefts called for a means of holding them in place 

without weakening the ground weave or spoiling the lavish 

appearance. The ingenious solution was the introduction 

of an additional silk warp, not as dense as the ground 

one. It is of a very light colour, its only role being to hold 

113 (left) & belOw (114 & 115) 
Details of sari of plain weave silk 
with brocading in metal thread and 
with patterning by a continuous 
supplementary warp, Kanchipuram, 
Tamil Nadu, India, about 1935

V&A IS.42-1988 

116 (abOve left) & 117 (right)
Weaver at Fan Yuming’s kesi 
workshop in Suzhou, China
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the numerous silk and metal wrapped wefts in place. It is 

called a binding warp and is one of the features that defines 

lampas. It is so fine that it is only visible when magnified. 

The most lavish lampas was rich in precious metal 

threads. The only silk fabric to rival it in cost was velvet, 

with its distinctive, soft and lustrous surface formed by a 

supplementary warp, the pile warp. The loom for weaving 

velvets needs to incorporate two warp beams – one for the 

ground warp, the other for the pile and two shaft harnesses. 

The main warp is wrapped round a beam, while the pile warp 

comes from a rack carrying hundreds of aligned bobbins 

(120). As the pile threads are lifted, the weaver inserts a rod 

underneath them (121). A round rod is used to create a velvet 

made up of innumerable tiny loops. A grooved rod is used to 

form small tufts obtained by cutting the pile warp threads 

by hand with a small blade that the weaver runs down the 

groove in the rod. 

The cutting process is risky. If the blade slips, it will 

cut the warps and the piece will be ruined. Consequently, 

weaving velvets called for meticulous attention and great 

skill and a highly specialist weaver could not produce more 

than 20 to 25 cm of fabric per day.10 Even monochrome cut 

velvets commanded high prices because the quantity of silk 

used in their weaving was six times greater than that for a 

plain weave silk.11 Their cost increased with the complexity 

of the pattern. Polychrome velvets woven in seventeenth-

century Genoa had as many as three piles, which required 

three bobbin racks on the loom and used an enormous 

quantity of silk (122).

This overview touches on the most widespread of the 

great variety of compound weaves that exist worldwide and 

some of the loom types that made them possible. By the 

twentieth century, the looms for some of these techniques 

could be operated by power, and later still electronically. 

The tradition of handloom weaving has, nonetheless, 

survived, providing patterned silks for discerning and 

wealthy consumers and for the renovation of palatial 

interiors in heritage sites across the globe. SB

120 (tOp left)
Drawloom for weaving figured 
velvets, published in Diderot and 
d’Alembert, vol. 27 (Paris 1772),  
pl. XCII. Engraving

National Art Library, V&A 38041800774804

121 (abOve left) 
Weaving of a polychrome ciselé 
velvet (with cut and uncut pile), 
Italy, 2019 

118 (abOve)
Part of the canopy used at the 
coronation of King George I (r. 
1714–27), lampas weave silk with a 
satin weave ground and multiple 
supplementary wefts (continuous 
and brocading), Venice, Italy or 
Lyon, France, 1712–13 

V&A T.448-1977 

122 (abOve)
Ciselé velvet; three pile warps and 
the ground covered with silver-gilt 
continuous weft, probably Genoa, 
from the archives of Tessiture 
Cordani in Zoagli, Liguria, Italy, 
1650–1700

V&A 339-1891

119 (abOve right)
Portrait of a Man (detail), 
attributed to Alexis-Simon Belle, 
France, about 1712, illustrating 
lampas weave silk. Oil on canvas 

V&A P.12-1978 
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The literature on silk is vast and written in 
many languages. Below are some suggestions 
for books published in English on aspects  
of the subject.

Nurhan Atasoy et al., Ipek: The Crescent 
and the Rose: Imperial Ottoman Silks and 
Velvets (London 2001)

Carol Bier (ed.), Woven from the Soul, Spun 
from the Heart: Textile Arts of Safavid 
and Qajar Iran, 16th–19th Centuries 
(Washington, DC, 1987)

Luce Boulnois, Silk Road: Monks, Warriors 
and Merchants on the Silk Road (Hong 
Kong 2003)

Clare Browne, Glyn Davies and Michael A. 
Michael with Michaela Zöschg (eds), English 
Medieval Embroidery: Opus Anglicanum 
(New Haven, CT, and London 2016)

Trini Callava, Silk through the Ages:  
The Textile that Conquered Luxury (London 
2018)

Ruby Clark, Central Asian Ikats  
(London 2007)

Peter Coles, Mulberry (London 2019)

Rosemary Crill, The Fabric of India  
(London 2015)

Rajat K. Datta and Mahesh Nanavaty, Global 
Silk Industry: A Complete Source Book 
(Boca Raton, FL, 2005)

Edwina Ehrman (ed.), Fashioned from 
Nature (London 2018)

Sharon Farmer, The Silk Industries of 
Medieval Paris (Pennsylvania 2017)

John Feltwell, The Story of Silk (Stroud 1990)

Jacqueline Field, Marjorie Senechal and 
Madelyn Shaw, American Silk 1830–1930: 
Entrepreneurs and Artifacts (Lubbock,  
TX, 2007)

Avalon Fotheringham, The Indian Textile 
Source Book: Patterns and Techniques 
(London 2018)

Jennifer Harris (ed.), 5000 Years of Textiles 
(London 1993)

Anna Jackson (ed.), Kimono: Kyoto to 
Catwalk (London 2020)

David Jenkins (ed.), The Cambridge History 
of Western Textiles, 2 vols (Cambridge 2003)

Brenda King, Silk and Empire (Manchester 
and New York, NY, 2005)

Dieter Kuhn (ed.), Chinese Silks (New Haven, 
CT, and London 2012)

Xinru Liu, Silk and Religion: An Exploration 
of Material Life and the Thought of People, 
AD 600–1200 (Delhi 1996)

Ben Marsh, Unravelled Dreams: Silk and the 
Atlantic World 1500–1840 (Cambridge 2020)

Lesley Ellis Miller, Selling Silks: A Merchant’s 
Sample Book of 1764 (London 2014)

James A. Millward, The Silk Road: A Very 
Short Introduction (Oxford 2013)

Luca Molà, The Silk Industry of Renaissance 
Venice (Baltimore, MD, and London 2000)

Lisa Monnas, Merchants, Princes and 
Painters: Silk Fabrics in Italian and 
Northern Paintings, 1300–1550 (New Haven, 
CT, and London 2008)

Lisa Monnas, Renaissance Velvets  
(London 2012)

Anna Muthesius, Studies in Byzantine, 
Islamic and Near Eastern Silk Weaving 
(London 2008)

Roberta Orsi Landini, The Velvets in  
the Collection of the Costume Gallery  
in Florence (Florence 2017)

Simon Peer, Golden Spider Silk  
(London 2012)

Natalie Rothstein, Silk Designs of the 
Eighteenth Century (London 1990)

Josephine Rout, Japanese Dress in Detail 
(London 2020)

Dagmar Schäfer, Giorgio Riello and Luca 
Molà (eds), Threads of Global Desire: Silk  
in the Pre-modern World (Woodbridge, 
Suffolk 2018)

Mary Schoeser, Silk (New Haven, CT, and 
London 2007)

Silk and Rayon Users’ Association, The Silk 
Book (London 1951)

Chris Spring and Julie Hudson, Silk in Africa 
(London and Seattle, WA, 2002) 

Shelagh Vainker, Chinese Silk: A Cultural 
History (London 2004)  

James C.Y. Watt and Anne Wardwell, When 
Silk was Gold: Central Asian and Chinese 
Textiles in The Cleveland and Metropolitan 
Museums of Art, exhib. cat. (Cleveland, OH, 
and New York, NY, 1997)

Annabel Westman, Fringe, Frog and Tassel: 
The Art of the Trimmings-Maker in Interior 
Decoration (London 2019)

Ming Wilson (ed.), Imperial Chinese Robes 
from the Forbidden City (London 2010)

Verity Wilson, Chinese Textiles  
(London 2005)

Janet Wright, Classic and Modern Fabrics: 
The Complete Illustrated Sourcebook 
(London 2010) 

Claudio Zanier, Where the Roads Met: East 
and West in the Silk Production Processes 
(17th to 19th Century) (Kyoto 1994)

Feng Zhao, Treasures in Silk: An Illustrated 
History of Chinese Textiles (Hong Kong 1999)

Feng Zhao (ed.), Textiles from Dunhuang 
in UK Collections/in French Collections 
(Shanghai 2007, 2011)

Many major museums have rich holdings of 
silks, especially those in cities where silks 
were manufactured or widely used. The 
museums and heritage sites below focus 
almost exclusively on silk production.  

China
China National Silk Museum, Hangzhou. 
http://www.chinasilkmuseum.com/index_
en.aspx 

France
Maison des Canuts. Musée de la soie 
lyonnaise, Lyon. https://maisondescanuts.fr/

Musée de la Soie en Cévennes. http://www.
museedelasoie-cevennes.com/

Great Britain
The Silk Museum and Paradise Mill, 
Macclesfield. https://macclesfieldmuseums.
co.uk/venues/the-silk-museum 

Whitchurch Silk Mill, Hampshire. http://
whitchurchsilkmill.org.uk/mill/index.php   

Italy
Museo Dittatico della Seta Como, Lake 
Como. https://www.museosetacomo.
com/?lang_id=2 

Japan
Okaya Silk Museum, Okaya City, Nagano. 
http://silkfact.jp/ 

Yokohama Silk Museum, Yokohama.  
No website

Spain
Colegio del Arte Mayor de la Seda, Valencia. 
https://www.museodelasedavalencia.com/

USA
The Paterson Museum, Paterson, New 
Jersey. https://www.facebook.com/
ThePatersonMuseum

(All the above websites accessed  
28 September 2020.)

FURTHER READING MUSEUMS AND 
HERITAGE SITES

Lesley Ellis Miller is Senior Curator in the 
Furniture, Textiles and Fashion Department 
at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 

Ana Cabrera Lafuente is Curator of Fashion 
at the Museo del Traje, Madrid, and Marie 
Curie Fellow in the Research Department  
at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 

Claire Allen-Johnstone is Assistant Curator, 
Furniture, Textiles and Fashion Department  
at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 

ACL  Ana Cabrera Lafuente, Museo del Traje, 
Madrid/Research Department, V&A

AF  Avalon Fotheringham, Asian 
Department, V&A

AJ Anna Jackson, Asian Department, V&A

CAJ  Claire Allen-Johnstone, Furniture, 
Textiles and Fashion Department, V&A

CKB  Connie Karol Burks, Furniture, Textiles 
and Fashion Department, V&A

DP  Divia Patel, Asian Department, V&A

EAH  Elizabeth-Anne Haldane, Textile 
Conservation Department, V&A

EL Eunhae Lim, Asian Department, V&A

EM  Elisabeth Murray, Furniture, Textiles 
and Fashion Department, V&A

FHP  Francesca Henry Pierre, Asian 
Department, V&A

HF  Hanne Faurby, Sculpture, Metalwork, 
Ceramics and Glass Department, V&A

HP  Helen Persson, Independent curator 
and researcher

KH  Kirsty Hassard, V&A Dundee

JL  Jenny Lister, Furniture, Textiles and 
Fashion Department, V&A

JR  Julia Rank, Furniture, Textiles and 
Fashion Department, V&A

LEM  Lesley Ellis Miller, Furniture, Textiles 
and Fashion Department, V&A

MRO  Mariam Rosser-Owen, Asian 
Department, V&A

MZ  Michaela Zöschg, Sculpture, Metalwork, 
Ceramics and Glass Department, V&A

OC  Oriole Cullen, Furniture, Textiles and 
Fashion Department, V&A

RH  Ruby Hodgson, V&A East

RK Rosalie Kim, Asian Department, V&A

SB  Silvija Banić, Furniture, Textiles and 
Fashion Department, V&A

SFC  Sau Fong Chan, Asian Department, 
V&A

SN  Susan North, Furniture, Textiles and 
Fashion Department, V&A

SS  Sonnet Stanfill, Furniture, Textiles and 
Fashion Department, V&A

TS Tim Stanley, Asian Department, V&A

VB  Victoria Bradley, Furniture, Textiles 
and Fashion Department, V&A

YC Yoojin Choi, Asian Department, V&A
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